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Elementary processes, like electronic coupling, energy and charge transfer and 

fragmentation dynamics of mass-selected, isolated ionic molecular species are studied at 

a 50 fs-100 ps time scale. This project is part of the collaborative research center 

SFB/TRR 88 (3MET), focusing on cooperative effects in homo- and heterometallic 

complexes. [1] The ultrafast time-resolved measurements are based on pump-probe 

transient photofragmentation. After photoexcitation by a resonant pump laser pulse via 

an electronic transition the subsequent dynamics are probed by a variably time-delayed 

second laser pulse which produces an electronic-state-specific fragmentation pattern. [2]  

The newly designed experimental setup consists of a kHz 50fs-amplified Ti:Sa-laser 

system equipped with two optical parametrical generator/amplifier units for independent 

wavelength tuning (240-2600 nm) of pump and probe pulses and an electrospray ion 

trap mass spectrometer for ion selection, storage and mass analysis (up to 3000 m/z). 

The multiphoton ionization of neutral furan (C4H4O) inside the trap was employed for 

cross-correlation measurement (~120fs). 

We present laser photo-

fragmentation and time-resolved 

measurements on a dianionic 

Pyrophosphito-diplatinum-

complex [Pt2(P2O5H2)4H2]
2-

 and 

its silver-containing derivative 

[Pt2(P2O5H2)4AgH]
2-

. Ultrafast 

electronic gas phase dynamics is observed via the parallel channels of electron 

detachment and fragmentation. 

  

The excited state dynamics (~ 2ps) of a set of newly 

synthesized ruthenium-(II) transfer hydrogenation catalysts 

[(η
6
-cymene)RuCl(apypm)]

+
(apypm=2-R-4-(pyridinyl)- 

pyrimidine, R=NH2/N(CH3)2) were investigated in the gas 

phase by transient photofragmentation, revealing the same 

species as considered crucial for its activity in 

solution. [3]  
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